Adaptable, developmentally appropriate, play-based math strategies, activities, and resources for Chicago PK–2 teachers.

Designed by Chicago Children’s Museum education experts, PWN provides critical understanding of how young students learn math.

**Focus on concepts.**
PWN is all about the fundamentals of early math. Dispel misconceptions and build strong foundations for your students.

**Learn with flexibility.**
Gather in person for an initial session to meet other members of the cohort, then complete material asynchronously before attending each of the five sessions virtually as a group.

**Connect with colleagues.**
When you join PWN, you become part of a larger community of educators that cares deeply about our city’s students and wants to make a difference.

**Get support.**
Need more personalized help brainstorming or troubleshooting? Sign up for a 30-minute coaching session whenever you need it for help implementing the best practices you learn in PWN.

**PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS:**
To receive ISBE clock hours:
- Complete asynchronous content prior to each live session
- Demonstrate understanding of content with an exit slip
- Attend and actively participate in all sessions
- Complete regular reflective practice with your team

FIND OUT MORE
ChicagoChildrensMuseum.org/pwn